
  MHASKE POLYMERS
   AIR VENTILATION SYSTEM

   INTRODUCING THE  MHASKE TURBINE AIR VENTILATOR
Introducing newly designed with latest technology ever invented

TURBINE AIR VENTILATOR - state of art energy saver for various industries

 

Installation of Mhaske turbine roof ventilators will provide an efficient and cost 

effective  system of natural ventilation. Designed in India for a harsh environment

it is suited for industrial, commercial and community buildings. 
 

  BENEFITS -:

  No Electricity Most Economical

 No Maintenance Run on wind

 No Noise Save maintenance

 No Back draft Direct vitamin for your Humans

No Rain water Fresh and healthy air for all

No Birds Increase efficiency & productivity

No Dust Profit enhancement

No Operating cost Save Electricity

No wiring Non stop ventilation
 

AIR VENTILATION SYSTEM Advantages :-

 

    *  Perfect solution to heat and dust problems within 1)New Technology without power or operating cost

       the plant ideal for Factories, chemical industries ,

       Textile ,Glass industries and compresser room. 2) Improves working conditions and increases

       productivity

   *   Induces cool working conditions by recirculation 

       of fresh air improving working environment ,adds 3) Easy to install on any type of roof

       to more out-put effciency.

 4)Can be configured to meet required fresh Air changes

   *   The wind driven Mhaske air ventilator exhausts hot,

        stale air from buildings and allows it to be replaced 5)Runs on wind power

        at low level with fresh air at ambient temperature.

6)Weather and storm proof

   *   It prevents condensation by exhausting moist air. 

       In case of fire , it plays a safety role by exhausting 7)LIght weight, made from aluminium & base plate 

       smoke and fumes from the building.    is of FRP

 

8)Virtually maintenance free

9)Principally it works like convective Thermal currents,

   Centifugal force to exhaust,turbo design creates 

   suction

 

10) High temperature alloy material

11) Prolongs life of machine- it can extract dampness 

     in the air out of building which results in machine

       (No Running Cost Functioning with normal air velocity)      & other eletrical system can work at their fullest

     efficiency and prolongs their life.



THE DYNAMICS OF THE MHASKE TURBINE AIR VENTILATOR

             A well designed turbine ventilator  takes advantages of 

           the wind to create a positive flow through the throat of  the 

           ventilator .The ventilation systems works by utilising the

           the velocity energy of the wind to induce air flow by 

           centrifugal action. It works in  two wayes :

      1)  As the wind approaches and strikes the ventilator ,it jumps

         creating an area of low pressure on the leeward side of the 

         turbine .This low pressure zone is fed by drawing air  from

         the turbine ,causing a continuous extraction of air from the

         building  by replacing fresh.

     2)  The slightest breeze will cause the turbine to spin and even 

        after the breeze has stopped , the fly wheel effect of the rotar

        cage  will use its stored energy to cotinuously remove air 

        giving rise to ventilation .Suction is maintained even at low 

        wind velocities.
 

         Ventilator will even rotate and exhaust in the absence of wind 

        using the convective thermal currents.

The Benefits of natural ventilation system :
   Factories, Warehouses,Workshops & even community building frequently constructed without an efficient natural ventilation

system for the benefit of occupants.If the interior of the buildings gets hot & stale , there's always doors or windows that can 

be opened to provide for the ventilation

      However ,stale & hot air doesn't disappear by itself & opening door or windows is simply not sufficient to provide adequate

ventilation in most buildings .But, by installing Mhaske Turbine Ventilators, you can provide cost effective system of natural

ventilation for the benefit of the buildings occupants. 

  These wind driven ventilators ,unlike doors or windows ,draw air upwards,creating a convection current & in the process they  

extract stale air , together with air which has become hot due to the buildings exposure to long hours of sunlight & from 

manufacturing processes within the building.

 

As the stale & hot air is extracted by the ventilators ,it is replaced by fresh air at ambient temp.entering through doorways &

openways thus completing the correction cycle current & improving the internal environment.Needless to say, fresh air makes  

people feel more energetic while stale air causes tired  & on hot days the air movement over the body causes evaporation to

occur which is the natural way of cooling down & reducing heat stress on the body.

Accumulation of hot air as it moves through the ridge Forced ventilation through rotation of turbine.

Hot air is directly exhausted through turbines.

 

   (WITHOUT MHASKE TURBINE AIR VENTILATOR )                (WITH MHASKE TURBINE AIR VENTILATOR) 

Manufacturer :
 MHASKE POLYMERS

Works : S,No- 5,Manohar niwas, Bhumkar Nagar , Narhe Ambegaon Road, Narhe , Pune -41

E-MAIL : mhaskepolymers@hotmail.com  , mhaskepolymers9@gmail.com

Mobi. No. : 9860600975 / 976 020-21140090

Web site-www.indiamart.com/mhaskepolymers www.mhaskepoly.tradeindia.com

ALSO  SPCI.  IN. :

1)PP /PPH / PVC / CPVC / HDPE /FRP /GRP - Pipes,fittings & erection  

2)Exhaust system - PP/ FRP-blowers ,Ductings         3) FRP Gutters,sheets,Doors, Gift articles

4)Tanks ,vessels, & Lining                                            5) Deals in Pultruted FRP Products

 6) Mfr. Of Electroplating Plant                 7) Deals in polycarbonate sheet

8) Supply of precoated sheet/Decking sheet

 

 

 

 


